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ABSTRACT

Geometry ANd Tracking 4 (GEANT4) is an object-oriented C++ based

program that uses Monte Carlo methods to simulate the passage of particles

through matter. A powerful application, GEANT4, allows the user to define

variables such as material geometry, particle tracking, and detector physics. The

versatility of GEANT4 has led it to be used by a diverse group of physicists in a

variety of physics fields. This paper will act as a basic introduction and user guide

for the first time user. In order to check the user’s ability to use GEANT4 reliably,

this paper will attempt to replicate select geometries from the previously published

results of Carrier in his paper “Validation of GEANT4, an object-oriented Monte

Carlo Toolkit, for simulation in medical physics”.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Use of GEANT4

Geometry ANd Tracking 4th edition (GEANT4), is an object-orientated

C++ toolkit created by CERN for the simulation of particles as they interact with

different types of fields and matter. GEANT4 is a versatile and powerful Monte

Carlo Based toolkit that can be highly customized by the user to meet their specific

needs. By using GEANT4, the user can build there own ‘virtual world’ in which

they can carry out their experiments. With the ability to define variables such as

target geometry, particle gun physics, materials, etc., the capabilities are quite vast.

GEANT4 uses “an abundant set of physics models to handle the interactions

of particles with matter across a very wide energy range.” [1] For example, in

GEANT4’s low-energy simulations, physical processes such as Rayleigh effect, the

photoelectric effect, the Compton effect, pair production, the Auger effect,

ionization, bremsstrahlung, positron annihilation, atomic relaxation, and multiple

scattering are used, with the limitation that particles can be tracked down to 250

eV. [2]

After the installation and building of GEANT4, the user will find many

preinstalled examples that are ‘ready to go.’ Some of these preinstalled examples

include electromagnetism, exotic physics, fields, hadronic, medical, radioactive

decay. This list is by no means the limits of what GEANT4 is capable of but serves

only as a brief illustration of the diversity of GEANT4 applications. Users are free

to use the examples as they are, or they can edit the source code, allowing the

example to be tailored to meet their individual and specific needs. If, however,

there exists no example that closely resembles the desired application, the user can
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choose to build a new one from scratch using the tools that GEANT4 provides.

Given the proven flexibility and usefulness of GEANT4, I believe that the

development of a skilled GEANT4 research group would be a valuable addition to

any physics department. Therefore the goal of this thesis is to demonstrate an

understanding of GEANT4. However, the apparent size and complexity of

GEANT4 to a first time user, such as myself, can be a bit overwhelming.

Nonetheless, I intend for this thesis to act as an introduction and reference guide for

the new user in the hope that by the end, the new user will be able to run and alter

examples within GEANT4 reliably. Leaving them ready to use GEANT4 for their

own research goals.

To help the new user ease into GEANT4 and gain both familiarity and

confidence with the basics, we first learn about what GEANT4 is and what it can

do as well as what the current literature is using it for. We then explore its use by

narrowing the scope of use to just one GEANT4 example. In order to use these

examples as a way of building familiarity and confidence with GEANT4, we try to

mimic the geometry and results of a previously published work by Carrier. [2]

Organization of this Thesis

As stated in the previous section, it is my goal that this thesis will serve as

an introduction and reference guide for the new GEANT4 user. As such, a

discussion of GEANT4’s history, general capabilities, and some of the current

literature will be laid out in Chapter Two. Chapter Three will attempt to show the

user the structure of GEANT4. Ideally, Chapter Three will better prepare the new

user to understand how examples run from start to finish so that they are more

capable of running and editing examples. I discuss my installation and use of

GEANT4 in Chapter Four. Chapter Five will contain my procedure and results.
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Lastly, future work and conclusion will be in Chapter Six.
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CHAPTER 2

GEANT4 PAST AND PRESENT

History of GEANT4

As the experiments carried out by physicists became more complex and more

ambitious, the time and resources needed to test and carry out new ideas increased

at an extraordinary rate. Thankfully, the digital age allowed us to use computers to

run complex simulations, cutting down the time and resources needed for the great

feats of the modern world. However, we quickly reached a point where a single

project would have to run multiple programs, many of which were interdependent,

this caused a slowing down of progress once again. Enter GEANT. Initially created

in 1978 to help condense the growing number of programs needed in the new

modern simulations of particle-mater interaction, down to one concise, user-friendly

program.[3] Eventually, GEANT was taken over by CERN, as it had become the

popular choice for High Energy Physics (HEP), being used by projects such as

ALEPH, L3, OPAL. All of which used its initial FORTRAN based code. GEANT’s

FORTRAN based code would see three revisions, ending with GEANT3.

The end of the FORTRAN error was due to CERN’s new project started in

1994. GEANT4, the fourth rendition of the GEANT lineup that would break away

from its former FORTRAN based platform. Instead, GEANT4 was rewritten

entirely using a C++ object-based platform. GEANT4 saw its first public release

back in 1998, and ever since has been receiving regular updates, expansions, and

maintenance. Using “object-oriented methods help manage complexity and limit

dependencies by defining a uniform interface and common organizational principles

for all physics models. Within this framework the functionality of models can be

more easily recognized and understood, and the creation and addition of new
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models is a well-defined procedure that entails little or no modification to the

existing code”. [1]

With GEANT4, users can create a unique ‘virtual reality’ that can be used

to develop, model, and research a detector before it is built and used. [4] We can

simulate any number of events within this world to develop an understanding of

how our system would behave in the real world. Due to the user-friendly focus and

toolkit nature of GEANT4, we now see GEANT4 assisting with the development of

fields outside of HEP, having expanded to fields such as optics, radioactive decay,

medical physics, and much more.

Current Work in GEANT4

GEANT4 can be applied to a wide variety of disciplines; as such, discussing

all the applications is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we will focus briefly

on studies that the use of GEANT4 to study dose with a particular emphasis on

radiation damage.

Mavragani cites GEANT4 and GEANT4-DNA as being some of the “Most

widely used radiation transport and track-structure Monte Carlo (MC) codes for the

simulation of radiation-induced damage.” [5] They used GEANT4 to “[assess] the

energy deposit and specific energy in various cell compartments.” [5] Specifically,

they were looking at complex DNA damage, a common field of study using

GEANT4-DNA. Similarly, in Francis et al. “Monte-Carlo simulations were carried

out using Geant4 with the Livermore and the Geant4-DNA processes to assess the

effects of gold nanoparticles as radiation enhancers in a water like medium.” [6] And

again, Shamshiri et al., looked at “the direct effect of monoenergetic protons and

alpha particles on DNA molecules, as the biological endpoint, ... using the

Geant4-DNA extensions of the Geant4 Toolkit.” [7] In their paper, they compared
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different DNA geometries, and the number of Direct Single-Strand Breaks (SSB),

Double-Strand Breaks (DSB), and Total-Strand Breaks (TSB) in the DNA.

Along the same lines, Wu used GEANT4 to “prepare a simple model of a

spacecraft in the Geant4 Monte Carlo toolkit and used this model to calculate the

dose depth distribution of four typical heavy ions that would pass through the

spacecraft.” [8] And lastly, Yano used GEANT4 to investigate “the dosimetric effect

of magnetic fields in the treatment of lung tumors”, finding correlations between the

magnetic field orientation and the dose at water-lung vs. lung-water interfaces.” [9]

As we see, some exciting things are being done with GEANT4, particularly

regarding radiation therapy/damage. Thanks to the power of the GEANT4(-DNA)

toolkit, studying radiation damage has become safer and arguably more ethical,

opening up the possibility for new discoveries or refined medical techniques.

However, according to Mavragani, both GEANT4 and GEANT4-DNA are

“Complex toolkits, [that are] computationally intensive [and] require users with

advanced programming skills.”[5]

Given my level of coding skills and my time constraints, I could not

contribute to the study of DNA damage and radiation therapy using GEANT4 ,

but, I do believe that my physics department will have students more than capable

of doing so. I also believe that GEANT4 can be of use to students who are

interested in medical physics. So to help the future users gain familiarity with

GEANT4 so that they can explore this new field, I have built this thesis as an

introduction/user guide to GEANT4 with a focus on depth-dose.
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CHAPTER 3

OVERVIEW OF GEANT4

How GEANT4 Works

In an attempt to better understand what it is the user can do with

GEANT4, not only when running an application, but when building an application,

we will layout the basic structure and procedure that GEANT4 follows to build and

run an example. We first concern ourselves with the main steps the program takes

in general when we run an experiment. I will then later attempt to contrast these

steps with a specific example in Chapter Five.

A typical GEANT4 experiment has two main steps: Initialization and Run.

In the Initialization step, the user can set the environment parameters.

Initialization is where GEANT4 builds the virtual world and sets the rules and

initial conditions. When GEANT4 is in initialization, it is undergoing the

construction of: our world volume, objects in the world, materials and material

properties, particles and particles’ initial conditions, and the physics, as well as the

table and calculations used during the Run phase.

The Run phase is where the actions happen. In this step, particles are fired

and tracked as they interact with world objects. It is at this point that the user

gets the data from the experiment. A more detailed layout of Initialization and Run

will be explained in Chapter Five as I walk the user through a typical example.
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Structure of GEANT4 Class Interactions

In this section, we describe the different components that makeup GEANT4

and how they interact with one another. We will also cover the advantages of the

C++ object-oriented language. The culmination of these two should allow the user

to understand better how to use GEANT4 and prepare them for editing examples

for their specific needs.

Most of the information presented in this section comes from [10], one of the

best authorities on the mater and a highly recommended read for the first time

GEANT4 user. Within the Agostinelli paper, they describe how they wanted the

GEANT4 toolkit to be modular, flexible, as well as transparent and open to user

validation. As a result of these goals, they chose to give the toolkit a modular and

hierarchical structure that had a uni-directional flow between its sub-domains.

Agostinelli defines “the key domains of the simulation of the passage of particles

through matter [as] :

• Geometry and Materials

• Particle Interactions in the matter

• Tracking management

• Digitisation and Hit Management

• Event and Track Management

• Visualization and Visualization framework

• User Interface”

Each of these primary domains has a distinct and corresponding
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responsibility. As such, each domain has a list of classes that help manage and

carry out there functions.

“ The toolkit offers the user the ability to create a geometrical model with a

(possibly) large number of components of different shapes and materials, and to

define ‘sensitive’ elements that record information (hits) needed to simulate

detector responses (digitizations)”. [10] The user can then have their primary

particles interact with this model world, where they can choose to generate their

primary particles from either an internal or external source. Before the user runs an

example, they can choose and modify the implementation of the physics processes

for an event, as well as add new processes to the currently existing ones.

Interactions such as these, in my experience, are best done through a graphical user

interface. See the section on graphical interfaces in Chapter Four.

Looking at the primary domains listed earlier and comparing them to Figure

3.1, we see how these domains interact with one another. The vector heads

represent the uni-directional flow of class interactions within GEANT4. Thus, the

class at the bottom passes its information to the classes at the top, with no circular

dependencies, everything is independent and modular. The Agostinelli group made

these classes independent, unidirectional, and transparent so that each step in the

generation and run of an example was independently customizable. For example,

“the way information is extracted from the database is separate from the way it is

accessed and used, giving the opportunity of using different databases and allowing

their applicability to be tailored by particle, energy, material, etc.” [10]

We can use the class flow chart in figure 3.1 to walk our way through how a

general example proceeds from start to finish.
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Figure 3.1: Class category diagram of GEANT4. The vectors represent the uni-

directional dependencies; the category at the vector head uses the adjoining category.
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From the diagram, we see that the Global category is the first to be used.

This category is in charge of the system of units, constants, numerics, and random

number handling. [10] The Graphical Representations category and the Intercoms

category both use Global. The Intercoms mainly act as a manager between the user

and GEANT4 via the user interface. Graphical Representations plays a role in the

volumes for detector description and navigation in the geometry model. Our

information is then passed through to the Material, Particle, and Geometry

categories. The first two of which “implement facilities necessary to describe the

physical properties of particles and materials for the simulation of particle-matter

interactions.” [3] The last of which “offers the ability to describe a geometrical

structure and propagate particles efficiently through it.” [1] At this point, we get

the categories that are responsible for describing our actions. The first category to

play a role in this is the “Track category [which] contains classes responsible for the

tracks and steps, [and is] used by the Process category, which contains

implementations of models of physical interaction: electromagnetic interactions of

leptons, photons, hadrons and ions, and hadronic interactions.” [1]

At this point, all the categories mentioned so far are used either directly or

indirectly for Tracking, the category that “manages their contribution to the

evolution of a track’s state and undertakes to provides information in sensitive

volumes for hits and digitization.” [10] At this point, the Event category manages

event tracks, and the Run “manages a collection of events that share a common

beam and detector implementation.” [1] At this point, Event passes the data to the

Readout through Run and passes data to the Visualization and Persistency

categories.

Understanding the interactions and flow of these categories and the

architectural design is crucial for a thorough understanding of the structure and

behavior of GEANT4. As such, the author strongly suggests the reader read section
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2.3 of the Agostinelli group for a quality outline of the GEANT4 architecture.
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CHAPTER 4

WORKING WITH GEANT4

Installing GEANT4

In this section, a summary of the installation procedure used in this thesis

will be laid out for the reader to replicate. There are three primary operating

systems on which the user can install GEANT4; these include Windows 10, macOS,

and Scientific Linux. The installation instructions for Windows 10 or macOS will

not be covered here. The user is encouraged to see the GEANT4 installation

website if they are using one of these operating systems. The version of GEANT4

used in this paper was version 10.015.p01 and was ran on Scientific Linux 7 (at the

time believed to be SL6).

There are three primary prerequisites required to run GEANT4; some may

come installed on the operating system; the user will need to check for these

prerequisites. These include a C++ compiler, CMake 3.3 or higher, and the

GEANT4 source code. Other prerequisites may exist for optional components of

GEANT4.

Visualization interfaces are included in the list of optional components and

will need to be individually ‘activated’ during the cmake command. GEANT4 has

multiple graphical user interfaces the user can choose from, each designed for one

particular application or another. The one I used was the OpenGl with the QT

interface. I chose this visualizer for three primary reasons.

The first reason is that it required the fewest additional prerequisites to use.

A requirement I added only after I ambitiously and foolishly tried to get all the

prerequisites and visualizers working despite my limited Linux experience or

knowledge. This exploit cost me much needless frustration and wasted time, as each
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prerequisite presented a unique challenge (each one having a different installation

procedure). As such, I ended up valuing the visualizer with the fewest prerequisites.

Secondly, after running the stripped-down GEANT4 with no add-ons, I found

that running GEANT4 with no visualization or with the default 2-d noninteractive

visualizer made it rather difficult to check or understand what I was doing. So

having a visualization that I could interact with became my second requirement.

Lastly, using GEANT4 with no addons was next to impossible for me as I

did not know what commands I could use, what they do, or how to use them.

GEANT4 did have a HELP menu I could navigate through by using the terminal,

but this quickly becomes a tedious time sink as the user is left to sift through the

command tree before they found the one they need. They would then have to back

out of the HELP menu and type in the command. The OpenGL with QT interface

has a keyword search function for commands. It also includes descriptions of

function, use, and allowed the user to output the command directly to the

command line with a simple double click. Significantly speeding up the time of use.

There are many other configurations in which one can choose to run

GEANT4 beyond that of visualizations. Which configuration the user chooses to

run GEANT4 in will change the installation procedure; as such, this section will

cover only how I installed GEANT4. If the user wishes to very from the installation

described in this section, they are encouraged to read the installation

documentation on GEANT4. There were two installations of GEANT4 used in this

Thesis. One was the initial basic install of GEANT4; the other included the

OpenGL with the QT visualizer and user interface.
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Basic Install

The user can find the installation procedure in the APPENDIX titles “Useful

links”, and as cited, however, the necessary steps will be provided here for quick

future reference. To begin the installation, download the source code. Next,

“Unpack the Geant4 source package geant4.10.05.tar.gz to a location of your choice.

For illustration only, this guide will assume it has been unpacked in a directory

named /path/to so that the Geant4 source package sits in a subdirectory” [11]

• /path/to/geant4.10.05

“We refer to this directory as the source directory. The next step is to create

a directory in which to configure and run the build and store the build products.

This directory should not be the same as, or inside, the source directory. In this

guide, we create this build directory alongside our source directory:” [11]

• cd /path/to

• mkdir geant4.10.05-build

“ To configure the build, change into the build directory and run CMake:”

[11]

• cd /path/to/geant4.10.05-build

• cmake -DCMAKE INSTALL PREFIX=/path/to/geant4.10.05-install

-DGEANT4 INSTALL DATA=ON /path/to/geant4.10.05

The user will see a long output string with the final lines.

15



- Configuring done

- Generating done

- Build files have been written to: /path/to/geant4.10.05-build

at this point, the user will need to run the following command to determine

their maximum number of processors. [12]

• lscpu

Where the user wants N=CPU(s), such that we can run the next GEANT4

command as

• make -jN

Note, the user can use a number fewer than N but no greater. For me, this

was N=4. The final command will be

• make install

The installation is now complete. At this point, the user will need to read

the section of this thesis titled “How to Build and Run an Example.”

Install with Visualization

Again, for OpenGL with QT visualization and user interface, there is a

required addition of two prerequisite packages QT4 (>= 4.6 or QT5) headers and

libraries, and OpenGL or MesaGL headers and Libraries. See the “USEFUL

LINKS” for links to the prerequisites and their installation procedure. I chose

OpenGL and QT4 for this install. After all the prerequisites where installed and
16



verified, the installation procedure was the same as the above with the modification

of the CMake line, which should now read:

• cmake -DCMAKE INSTALL PREFIX=/path/to/geant4.10.05-install

-DGEANT4 INSTALL DATA=ON -DGEANT4 USE QT=ON

-DGEANT4 USE OPENGL X11 /path/to/geant4.10.05

The install will follow the procedure laid out above.

However, as Murphy’s laws dictate, things went wrong. Despite having

successfully installed the prerequisites and adding the required D-flags for the

OpenGL with the QT interface, the visualizer that I should be seeing was not

appearing, either by default or with the explicit commands. I attempted to get a

working installation of GEANT4 with this visualization on my native Scientific

Linux PC, and a native Windows, as well as a remote Lewis account provided by

the University. Linux (using ssh) and Windows (using MobaXterm) where both

used to remotely access the Lewis account.

All attempts failed with for one reason or another. So I abandoned my goal

of a native GEANT4 and focused my attention on getting a working GEANT4 on

the remote Lewis computer provided by the university as this had IT support that I

could contact. After contacting the IT in-charge of the accounts on Lewis, we found

that they had the intended visualization and GUI working just fine on their end, it

was only failing to show up on my end regardless of whether or not Lewis was

accessed on Linux or Windows ( It was defaulting to the original 2-d viewer). See

fig 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Visualization provided on the users end (Default)
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Figure 4.2: Visualization and User interface provided on the IT’s end (OpenGL)
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With both IT and myself confused by this, IT decided we could create a

singularity containing GEANT4 with a working visualizer/GUI and copied this to

my native Linux system. The singularity is a file system that contains the OS and

the working GEANT4; this includes all the needed prerequisites for both GEANT4

and the visualizer. Once on the local machine, both the visualization and GUI

worked correctly. Nither IT or I were able to understand the exact cause of the

problem. Despite the many frustrations I was experiencing, this was one of my

favorite experiences of the thesis. This was due to the very helpful and friendly

Predrag Lazic, who, through our conversations I discovered, was a Croatian

physicist turned IT. I truly enjoyed my conversations with him. I also greatly

appreciate the above and beyond help that he provided.

Navigating Through GEANT4

This section will cover the basic commands that the user should concern

themselves with to navigate themselves through GEANT4 and run some examples.

After installing GEANT4, it will be assumed that the OpenGL visualization and

GUI was installed, the user should find themselves in

$/path/to/GEANT4 INSTALL directory. To see the available directories under

the current location using the command ls, for a list. This command will output a

list of directory names. We want to move into the directory share, To move

through directories, use the command: cd desired directory name. We need:

cd share. Similarly we can use: cd desired directory path and go straight to the

examples directory that we will be working in for the duration of this thesis. This

would look like: cd

$/path/to/GEANT4 INSTALL/share/Geant4 − 10.5.1/examples. Here we can

do our list command (ls) and look for the following sub-directories.
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• Basic

• Novice

• Advanced

• Extended

Each directory above contains a list of different ready to go examples. They

will, however, need a basic set up as none of them are pre-compiled. For more

information on all available examples and what they can do, it is recommended to

visit the GEANT4 GitLab page. From here forward, all we will be concerned with

is using example/extended/electromagnetic/TestEm11 for reasons to later be

explained.

• First, we need to enter into the desired directory with the cd command

cd extended

• Second, we will need to make a build-directory with the mkdir command.

Note: This can be named whatever the user would like but the author finds

this naming convention to be convenient.

mkdir TestEm3-build

• Next, enter into the build directory.

cd TestEm3-build

• Now we need to run our make commands: The first is to compile, the second

builds.

cmake ..

make
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• The example can then be used by running the executable

./TestEm11

Using a GUI

In this section, we will go over how to run some basic experiments in the

TestEM11 example using the OpenGL viewer and GUI. It needs to be noted that

some examples have different requirements for executing GEANT4 with

visualization; as such, the README documentation for the example in question

should be read. The user can read the README within the GEANT4 directory

with vim, or by reading the GitLab documentation. A link to the TestEM11

README will be posted in “SUGGESTED READINGS”.

To run the TestEm11 example with visualization and GUI, we need only

follow the steps above, assuming the user has installed GEANT4 with all required

prerequisites. The resulting window should look like Figure 4.3.

The three primary sections that the user should concern themselves with are

labeled A, B, C. Section A, is where our visualizations will be displayed. Section B,

within this section, we have a search bar that we can use to search the output, the

output itself, and the session box where commands are entered. A complete list of

commands can be found to the left in section C.

To see the visualization, we can click on ‘control’ in section C, then double

click ‘execute’, this will put the command in the session bar located in section B.

Click in the session bar and type “vis.mac” at the end so that it looks like

• /control/execute vis.mac

, and hit enter. This command will load the macro file for visualization. A macro
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file is a document containing an ordered list of commands; this allows us to save the

time it takes to enter commands one after another or repeat a given prosses

multiple times. For illustration purposes, we can now run the command

• /run/beamOn 10

We will look at how to run the TestEm11 example in the following chapter,

where we will be comparing our results with that of Carrier.
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Figure 4.3: Visualization of TestEm11 on Start Up (OpenGL)
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CHAPTER 5

VALIDATION OF GEANT4

Validation of the Carrier Geometrys

To check my capabilities of using GEANT4 as a new user, I tried to replicate

the previously published results of Carrier. Particularly, I wanted to focus on trying

to replicate the results found in Figures 2.a, 2.b, 3.a, 3.b, 4.a, 4.b, and 4.c of his

paper, where the geometries represented in these graphs are laid out by Carrier in

the first two paragraphs of Section C.1 of his paper (see citation [2] ).

However, in an email with an advisor of Carrier’s, Louis Archambault, I

learned that the geometries used by Carrier where built from scratch. As this was

far more than I was able to do starting off, I decided to see if I could find a

pre-installed example that would have the basic functionality I needed.

To start, I needed to find a way to get GEANT4 to generate a Depth-Dose

Graph. Asking around on the relevant forums and searching around on the internet,

I learned that my best options for examples that could meet my needs where the

TestEm11 and the TestEm12 examples.

As a quick aside for the future user, never be afraid to post on a

topic/product specific forums if you need help with understanding how to use

particular software, code, toolkit, ect., they are extremely useful and can save you a

great deal of time and frustration. You can always find something else to

productively use your time while you are waiting on a response. Do use discretion

when posting online, do not post content deemed sensitive or confidential. Links to

all my forum posts will be provided in the Appendix. Secondly, researching the

whole of the internet can sometimes be a pain, particularly when you believe the
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results lie somewhere in a particular web-page but are having trouble navigating it,

or as in this case, there may too much to sift through in a timely manner. To save

time and narrow down the search, you can Google

“site:https://yourwebsitehere.wha/tever/ your AND search NOT words”, and this

will search only the intended site down the tree. A link to the Google operator will

also be provided in the Appendix.

Looking at the README for the Electromagnetic package, we see that both

TestEm11 and TestEm12 are capable of plotting depth dose in rectangular and

spherical geometries, respectively. As the geometries that I am trying to replicate in

Carrier’s work are Cartesian based, some even explicitly calling for rectangular

slabs, I chose to use TestEm11.

With this, it would seem that only a small alteration to the TestEM11 code

would be needed if I am to replicate his work exactly. However, as this was meant

to be a ‘use and check’ exercise, I chose to replicate only the parameter that I was

able to replicate by issuing the built-in commands.

The README for this clarified that Histogram #8, which states

“longitudinal energy profile (in MeV.cm2/g), as a function of x/r0 Where r0 is the

range of the primary particle” needed to be called to graph the depth dose. So I

included the command for activating the generation of this histogram in my macro

file. A description of the command necessary in section C of our GUI. It reads as:

• /analysis/h1/set id nbBins valMin valMax unit

• USED: /analysis/h1/set 8 100 0. 1.0 none

and we can chose the file name with the command

• /analysis/setFileName File Name.root
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Next, I had to figure out what parameters I could match with the built-in

commands of TestEm11. I recognize that my results will vary from those obtained

by Carrier as a result of this constraint, but we expect to see a trend that looks

very similar. The parameters we found that could be controlled with commands

and replicated are as follows:

• Homogeneous

• Simi-infinite Object Volume

• of Molybdenum or Beryllium

• Irradiated by a Normally Incident

• Mono-Energetic

• Electron Beam

• With Energies (.5 MeV and 1.0 MeV for Mo) and (.521 MeV and 1.033 MeV

for Be)

Some interpretation of Carrier’s work was made to arrive at these

parameters. For example, he states that “1000000 primary electrons” [2] are used in

the first geometry, and “a total of 1000000 primary electrons are used” [2] in the

second geometry. When the /gun/number/ 1000000, I ended up with a much higher

energy deposition than Carrier, however, when this was set to 1, and

/run/BeamON 1000000 was set, I ended up with an energy deposition remarkably

close. Secondly, as I found no explicit way to make a semi-infinite slab within

GEANT4, it was assumed that the slab is semi-infinite when compared to the

electron ( In this case, a ‘large’ 1 cm cube was used as to big a cube lead to longer

computation times). Lastly, I could not find any documentation or clarification on
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what a ‘broad’ beam is or how to use it. So for this comparison, I was only able to

meet the mono-energetic and normally incident parameters and assumed that the

broad beam was referring to the default beam setting.

With a growing list of commands and multiple geometries to replicate, many

of which I wanted to run multiple times, I decided to find a preinstalled macro file

that I could alter to use for my runs. As a macro file is just a list of command for

the program to execute, alteration of this file would save me the time of having to

enter each command one by one; instead, they could all be passed to GEANT4 with

the macro execution command

• /control/execute NAME OF FILE.mac

I chose to model my macro file after the sabdia.mac file provided with

TestEm11. This file included several commands that I needed to replicate the first

and second Carrier geometries, commands that set parameters such as the absorber

number, size, and type, the physics used, the particular type and energy, the

histogram information, and the run command. See the altered file attached in

“SUGGESTED READINGS” named FinalRun.mac file. Note, this file can be used

for all the geometries by commenting and un-commenting the appropriate section.

Again, the user does not have to use a macro file; however, a macro file will make

the process much quicker and convenient as the order of commands does matter.

To set up the geometry, we needed to make the rectangular box of multiple

layers into one layer. A note from TestEm3 told us that, “The number of absorbers

and the number of layers can be set to 1. In this case, we have a unique

homogeneous block of matter, which looks like a bubble chamber rather than a

calorimeter .” [13]. We could then set the number of layers in TestEm11 to one, so

we could have a homogeneous block of Mo.
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• /testem/det/setNbOfAbsor 1

• /testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4 Mo 1 cm

• /testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm

There was no mention of which physics standard Carrier used, so I selected

“emstandard opt3” as it was described as “best standard EM options”. It was not

until later, after rereading the email from Louis, that I noticed he recommended I

use the physics list from the MedLinac example, which defaults to using

“emstandard opt3”. As the physics list can often be the trickiest part (It was

unclear whether this is in regards to coding or in getting accurate results).

Finally, looking at the README for TestEm11 we see that “there are a

minimum of 5 parameters [that] define the geometry

• The Number of Absorbers (NbOfAbsor)

• The Material of Each Absorber,

• The Thickness of Each Absorber,

• The Transverse Dimension of the Stack (sizeYZ),

• The Number of Divisions of Each Absorber (NbOfDivisions)

My edited sabdia.mac then met the minimum requirements of both the

example and the first Geometry of Carrier without altering any of the code. I saved

my new macro file as the attached FinalRun.mac file.

I was then able to execute the macro file. The details of this will be covered

in the next section. An attempt to run the Second Carrier geometries with no code

alteration was made as well and will be covered below.
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Results of First Carrier Geometry Validation

Below I have provided figures comparing the original work done by Carrier

with my results. The graphs were generated by using ROOT. Each run would write

and save to a file.root. This root file could then be opened in ROOT with one of

two methods: open in the terminal with “rootbrowse file.root” or with a coded

file.C and the ROOT terminal command “.x file.C”.

To build the graphs found below, I had to code a file.C that could read the

file.root and write it to the same graph as the Carrier data, where the Carrier data

was formed by taking 50 (XY) values from the graphs and importing them into a

file.csv file; this was done with LibreOffice Calc. It is important to note that the

file.csv needed to be saved with the field deliminator being [space] and the text

deliminator being (“”) for ROOT to be able to read them. The ROOT.C file will be

attached in the appendix titled “Suggested Readings” for reference. Aesthetic

alterations were made to the graphs to make them easier to view. Both the Carrier

data and my results where displayed using a polynomial of 6th degree best fit.

There are four primary criteria we looked at to determine the quality of our

validation runs. The first two are the Minimum and Maximum z
R0

depth x-values

and there corresponding Energy Deposition y-value. The second was the xy-value of

the Energy deposition peak. Lastly, we looked at whether or not the overall trend

of the graph looked similar.

The first set we have in Figures 5.1 is Beryllium at .521 MeV. We see that

the Gun run and the Carrier graph are in strong overall agreement. The GPS run,

however, has the general shape and peak structure but has an entirely different

Full-width-half-max (FWHM) and X-value for its peak.

For the Beryllium samples at 1.033 MeV, see figure 5.2, again, we see a good

similarity between all three data sets, with the GPS still showing a slight shift

compared to the others but this time to the right.
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The following Figure 5.3 shows the Molybdenum at 0.5 MeV. Again the GPS

has a weird behavior where it is left-shifted and has a smaller FWHM. The Gun

run, while higher than Carrier’s, is still within the predictive range of Sandia,

EGSnrc, and MCNP showed in Carrier’s paper.

Last, of the first geometry, we have Figure 5.4, the graphs for the 1.0 MeV

sample of Molybdenum. Our graphical trends match once again, with the GPS and

the Gun runs being identical and therefore represented by the teal line. It is worth

noting that there is little disparity between the Beryllium’s maximum energy

deposition, where there is a noticeable difference for the Molybdunum’s maximum

energy deposition with an increase in this difference as energy increases.

For the cases of water at 100 KeV, 1 MeV, and 10 MeV; Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7

respectively, all graphs are largely off, resembling only the general trend of their

Carrier counterparts. The energy deposition appears to be peaking at a much

higher value than that of Carrier. There is no current explanation of why the last

graph for water at 10 MeV using Gun did not even finish. It is also observed that

for water as the energy increases the magnitude difference decreases,

It is unknown where these discrepancies are coming from, but there is a

correlation between the material conductivity and the energy deposition error.

With Beryllium having a value of 2.5 × 107 S
m

and Molybdenum 2 × 107 S
m

. So it

would seem that as the conductivity lowers the error increases. I see this trend

continuing for the water cube (which should be ideal water, so a value of 2 × 10−6 S
m

). It is here that I see that I am missing some critical “detail or detail’s” that

Carrier includes, but I have yet to determine precisely what.

Overall, it seems that the Gun runs are the most consistent, as are the runs

of 1 MeV. I have no explanation for this.
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Figure 5.1: Beryllium at 0.521 MeV : Carrier’s data in red. Gun run in Green. GPS

run in Blue.
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Figure 5.2: Beryllium at 1.033 MeV: Carrier data in red. Gun run in Green. GPS

run in Blue.
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Figure 5.3: Carrier’s Molybdenum at 0.5 MeV in red. Gun run in Green. GPS run

in Blue.
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Figure 5.4: Molybdenum at 1 MeV: Carrier’s data in red. Gun and GPS run in

Teal.
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Figure 5.5: Water at 100 keV: Carrier’s data in red. Gun run in Green.
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Figure 5.6: Carrier’s Water at 1 MeV in red. Gun and GPS in teal. Cut run in

purple.
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Figure 5.7: Carrier’s Water at 10 MeV in red. Gun run in Green. GPS run in Blue.

Cut run in purple.
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Post Code Alteration Validation

After Running the code as it came with the default GUN commands, I

attempted to alter the code at a basic level to achieve more accurate graphs. The

first alteration to the code that we made was to globally replace G4ParticleGun

with G4GeneralParticleSource, doing so would give us several options when using

our gun that we did not have earlier. The primary benefits of the

G4GeneralParticleSource package are that “it allows the specifications of the

spectral, spatial, and angular distribution of the primary source particles.”

To use G4GeneralParticleSource (gps), I refer to the documentation from

CERN on General Particle source stated that “G4GeneralParticleSource is used

exactly the same way as G4ParticleGun in a Geant4 application. In existing

applications, one can simply change your PrimaryGeneratorAction by globally

replacing G4ParticleGun with G4GeneralParticleSource.” The only occurrences of

G4ParticleGun that where found were within the files PrimaryGeneratorAction.cc

and PrimaryGeneratorAction.hh files (See SUGGESTED READINGS). There was;

however, one function that I had to remove its int from and two lines that needed

to be commented out for a successful re-‘make’ of the example after making our

switch. The lines committed in the PrimaryGeneratorAction.cc file where

• fParticleGun->SetParticleEnergy(500*keV);

• fParticleGun->SetParticleMomentumDirection(G4ThreeVector(1.,0.,0.));

and the int that we had to delete was in the line

• fParticleGun = new G4GeneralParticleSource(1);

Also, from the PrimaryGeneratorAction.cc file, it is worth noting that ‘make’ gave

me a clear indication as to what was causing a ‘make’ error and where it was
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located. It also gave possible fixes that can serve as a good guideline. After making

these changes, I was able to change the commands in the macro file. See below for

sample macro files representative of the before and after of the Gun and GPS

systems.

####################################

# For Mo at 1 MeV using the original GUN commands

#

/control/verbose 2

/run/verbose 2

#

# Set to one Homogeneous slab

/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor 1

# Make slab one Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick

/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4 Mo 1 cm

# Set other lengths to 1 cm

/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm

#

# Use standard em physics option

/testem/phys/addPhysics emstandard opt3

#

/run/initialize

#

# Set Range cuts electrons and gammas (Default from Sandria macro)

/run/setCut 1 mm

#

/testem/gun/setDefault

# Set particles gun to use electrons
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/gun/particle e-

# set number of particles to be ’fired’

/gun/number 1

# Set electron energy

/gun/energy 1 MeV

#

# Set root file name

/analysis/setFileName First Carrier Geometry Mo 1MeV Gun.root

#Normalized Edep vs lenght Graph, graph 8, 100 bins, from 0 to 1, no units

/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0. 1.0 none

#

/run/printProgress 10000

#

# Total number of particles ran

/run/beamOn 1000000

####################################

####################################

# For Mo at 1 MeV using the mew GPS commands

#

/control/verbose 2

/run/verbose 2

#

# Set to one Homogeneous slab

/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor 1

# Make slab one Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick

/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4 Mo 1 cm

# Set other lengths to 1 cm
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/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm

#

# Use standard em physics option

/testem/phys/addPhysics emstandard opt3

#

/run/initialize

#

# Set Range cuts electrons and gammas (Default from Sandria macro)

/run/setCut 1 mm

#

/testem/gun/setDefault

# Set gps to use electrons

/gps/particle e-

# Sets the source positional distribution type /gps/pos/type Beam

# Sets the center co-ordinates of the source /gps/position -.5 0. 0. cm

# Sets the energy distribution type /gps/ene/type Mono

# Sets the momentum direction /gps/direction 1. 0. 0.

# set number of particles to be ’fired’

/gun/number 1

# Set electron energy

/gun/energy 1 MeV

#

# Set root file name

/analysis/setFileName First Carrier Geometry Mo 1MeV GPS.root

#Normalized Edep vs lenght Graph, graph 8, 100 bins, from 0 to 1, no units

/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0. 1.0 none

#
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/run/printProgress 10000

#

# Total number of particles ran

/run/beamOn 1000000

####################################

The section in the GPS macro, where the set cut commands exist, was only

used in water, as shown in Figure 5.6 and 5.7. Initally, the GPS code was fist ran

for Molybdenum and Water at 1 MeV to verify that using GPS was no different

from using the Gun command. It was then later applied to all runs. The macro file

was then run again for Water at all energy values with the addition of the range

cuts to secondary electrons and gammas, but only 1 MeV and 10 MeV yielded

viable results.

In the Carrier paper, he stated that for the Be and Mo geometries, as well as

the water geometries: “The production thresholds are set to 1 keV for gammas and

10 keV for electrons”. Replicating this was not as it had seemed because GEANT4

dose not do energy production cuts. Instead, “Each particle has a suggested cut in

range (which is converted to energy for all materials),” Guesswork was used to

determine the energy cuts for both particles until it was reported (in the output of

section B) that their energies were close to the desired values.

Looking at Figure 5.6, it would seem that this addition has allowed the peak

of our Water sample to shift over to a position more representative of Carrier’s

work. We also see a better trend match at the start of the 10 MeV Water run.

However, there is still a significant disparity between our energy deposition and that

of Carrier. Furthermore, it was found to be wildly inaccurate for other geometries.

The inaccuracies found when comparing Gun to GPS or either to Carrier

most likely come from missing constraints. The only two obvious constraints that I

was not able to handle where the voxals and the setting of max step size to 1% of
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the initial CSDA. It is unclear what role the voxels play or how to adjust the Max

step to be 1% of the CSDA.

The only alteration made to the code was again in the

PrimaryGeneratorAction.cc file. Where this file affects the

G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction core class, in which the user defines all the

details of initial particles. [14] The performance difference in original

G4ParticleGun compared to G4GeneralParticleSource seem then to lie in an

unknown discrepancy in the initial event state definition, i.e., number, energy,

direction, type of particles, etc.,.

Referring back to the class categories found in Figure 3.1, we can narrow

down the possibilities of where the discrepancies are occurring. The global category,

being responsible for units, constraints, numerics, and random number handling, is

likely not the problem as none of the commands or altered code affected any of

these domains. Similarly, Geometry, Event and Run categories can be eliminated in

the same manner.[14] This leaves Material, Particle, Geometry, Track, Process, and

Tracking as our possible problem sources. If one was to continue trying to exactly

replicate the results of Carrier, it would be best to look at the code and commands

that fall under these class categories to see what discrepancies there may be

between the Gun and GPS runs, and either run with the set up of Carrier.

However, given that they wrote there code from scratch, this seems like an exercise

in reverse engineering more than in running GEANT4.

Unknown constraints aside, we were able to show that we could reasonably

replicate previously obtained results. Moreover, we showed that GEANT4 is

relatively ‘plug and play’, allowing a new user to become moderately skilled in a

short time. With a more advanced (C++) user could write there own code to either

replicate existing work or to meet there own goals.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION

Future Work

The possible applications of GEANT4 are numerous. The new user may

decide to continue the work done here. In which case, the next step would be to

narrow down where I have made errors in my use of GEANT4. More realistically,

however, the user would want to do something else internally with GEANT4.

However, there are still a few bits of general advice I could give having used

GEANT4. The first bit of advice would be to understand C++. I feel that I lack a

clear understanding of how C++ code works and that this has hindered both the

quality and efficiency of my work. Secondly, try and find some basic examples that

can accomplish your goals and practice them before attempting to write or alter

code. Lastly, develop good documentation skills. Save frequently and using a

subject-date-time stamp in the file name. This will save a lot of frustration and

time and will help to organize things.

As far as current possible areas of study using GEANT4 go, the DNA and

Medical applications are where I would start as these are likely to be newer and

more marketable.

Conclusion

GEANT4 is a powerful, user-friendly toolkit for simulating the passage of

particles through matter. It has a wide variety of preinstalled applications that are

easy enough to use for the first time user when they use a good GUI/Visualizer for
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their application. The frequent use of GitLab and the README’s will help any

user greatly, as will the frequent use of Forms.

In this thesis, I was able to build an understanding of what GEANT4 is, as

well as how it works. I was then able to show that the new user should be able to

install GEANT4 with a few extra features with relative ease. The user then can

select from a multitude of preinstalled examples to run. In this thesis, the

TestEM11 example was chosen. The results from my attempted use were then

compared to that of the previously published work of Carrier to verify my ability to

use GEANT4. The results were mixed, with most discrepancies seeming too stem

more from a difference in code (TestEm11 vs. Carrier) than from ‘misuse’ of

GEANT4, as GEANT4 runs using commands. As long as a new user can familiarize

themselves with the commands, they should have no issue running GEANT4.

However, if they want to run original research, they will need proficient knowledge

of C++ and of the GEANT4 structure to obtain reliable results.
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APPENDIX OF USEFUL LINKS

Geant4 Installation Guide: http://geant4-userdoc.web.cern.ch/
geant4-userdoc/UsersGuides/InstallationGuide/html/index.html

Geant4 TestEm11 README: https://gitlab.cern.ch/geant4/geant4/blob/
master/examples/extended/electromagnetic/TestEm11/README

Geant4 OpenGL Prerequisite: https://www.opengl.org/

Geant4 Qt prerequisite: https://www.qt.io/download
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APPENDIX OF SUGGESTED READINGS

For all file.root, file.txt, file.C, file.csv, file.png generated from each geometry tested,
ask Professor Zhu for the USB containing GEANT4 singularity. Files can be found
under the directory titled ALL
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#
#
#                   CREDIT FOR THE ORIGINAL MACRO FILE
#
# G.J.Lockwood et al.
#     Sandia report SAND79-0414.UC-34a, February 1987
# O.Kadri et al. NIM B 258 (2007) 381
#
#
################################################################################
################################################################################
#
# Remember to Comment all command lines in the examples you are not running,
# and to un-Comment the command line in the example you intend to run
#
###############################################################################
#
# For Mo at 0.5 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2
#/run/verbose 2
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                     # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Mo  1 cm                                              # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                      # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                      # Standard em physics option
#
#/run/initialize
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                              # will set cut for proton
#
#/testem/gun/setDefault
#/gun/particle e-                                                                # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gun/number 1                                                                   # set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gun/energy 0.5 MeV                                                              # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName First_Carrier_Geometry_Mo_0pt5MeV_Gun.root                                                 # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                            #normalized Edep  vs lenght Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                             # Total number of particles ran
#
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Mo at 1 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2
#/run/verbose 2
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                     # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Mo  1 cm                                              # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                      # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                      # Standard em physics option
#
#/run/initialize
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                              # will set cut for proton
#
#/testem/gun/setDefault
#/gun/particle e-                                                                # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gun/number 1                                                                   # set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gun/energy 1 MeV                                                              # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName First_Carrier_Geometry_Mo_1MeV_Gun.root                                                 # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                            #normalized Edep  vs lenght Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                             # Total number of particles ran
#
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Be at 0.521 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2
#/run/verbose 2
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                     # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Be  1 cm                                              # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                      # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                      # Standard em physics option
#
#/run/initialize
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                              # will set cut for proton
#
#/testem/gun/setDefault
#/gun/particle e-                                                                # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gun/number 1                                                                   # set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gun/energy 0.521 MeV                                                              # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName First_Carrier_Geometry_Be_0pt521MeV_Gun.root                                                 # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                            #normalized Edep  vs lenght Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                             # Total number of particles ran
#
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Be at 1.033 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2
#/run/verbose 2
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                     # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Be  1 cm                                              # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                      # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                      # Standard em physics option
#
#/run/initialize
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                              # will set cut for proton
#
#/testem/gun/setDefault
#/gun/particle e-                                                                # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gun/number 1                                                                   # set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gun/energy 1.033 MeV                                                              # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName First_Carrier_Geometry_Be_1pt033MeV_Gun.root                                                 # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                            #normalized Edep  vs lenght Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                             # Total number of particles ran
#
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Water at 100 keV
#
#/control/verbose 2
#/run/verbose 2
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                     # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Water  1 cm                                              # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                      # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                      # Standard em physics option
#
#/run/initialize
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                              # will set cut for proton
#
#/testem/gun/setDefault
#/gun/particle e-                                                                # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gun/number 1                                                                   # set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gun/energy 100 keV                                                              # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName Second_Carrier_Geometry_Water_100keV_Gun.root                                                 # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                            #normalized Edep  vs lenght Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                             # Total number of particles ran
#
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Water at 1 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2
#/run/verbose 2
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                     # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Water  1 cm                                              # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                      # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                      # Standard em physics option
#
#/run/initialize
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                              # will set cut for proton
#
#/testem/gun/setDefault
#/gun/particle e-                                                                # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gun/number 1                                                                   # set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gun/energy 1 MeV                                                              # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName Second_Carrier_Geometry_Water_1MeV_Gun.root                                                 # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                            #normalized Edep  vs lenght Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                             # Total number of particles ran
#
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Water at 10 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2
#/run/verbose 2
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                     # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Water  1 cm                                              # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                      # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                      # Standard em physics option
#
#/run/initialize
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                              # will set cut for proton
#
#/testem/gun/setDefault
#/gun/particle e-                                                                # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gun/number 1                                                                   # set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gun/energy 10 MeV                                                              # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName Second_Carrier_Geometry_Water_10MeV_Gun.root                                                 # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                            #normalized Edep  vs lenght Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                             # Total number of particles ran
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Mo at 0.5 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2                                                               # Show entire macro file in output
#/run/verbose 2                                                                   # Display main topics and run summery
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                      # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Mo  1 cm                                               # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                       # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                       # Standard em physics option
#
#/control/execute vis.mac                                                         # Run Visualization
#/run/initialize                                                                  # Initialize G4 kernel
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                               # Will set cut for proton
#
#/gps/particle e-                                                                 # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gps/pos/type Beam                                                               # Sets the source positional distribution type
#/gps/position -.5 0. 0. cm                                                       # Sets the center co-ordinates (X,Y,Z) of the source
#/gps/ene/type Mono                                                               # Sets the energy distribution type
#/gps/direction 1. 0. 0.                                                          # Set the momentum direction
#/gps/number 1                                                                    # Set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gps/energy 0.5 MeV                                                                # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName First_Carrier_Geometry_Mo_0pt5MeV_GPS.root                    # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                             # Normalized Edep  vs length Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000                                                         # Display begin of event information at given frequency
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                              # Total number of particles ran
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Mo at 1 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2                                                               # Show entire macro file in output
#/run/verbose 2                                                                   # Display main topics and run summery
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                      # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Mo  1 cm                                               # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                       # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                       # Standard em physics option
#
#/control/execute vis.mac                                                         # Run Visualization
#/run/initialize                                                                  # Initialize G4 kernel
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                               # Will set cut for proton
#
#/gps/particle e-                                                                 # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gps/pos/type Beam                                                               # Sets the source positional distribution type
#/gps/position -.5 0. 0. cm                                                       # Sets the center co-ordinates (X,Y,Z) of the source
#/gps/ene/type Mono                                                               # Sets the energy distribution type
#/gps/direction 1. 0. 0.                                                          # Set the momentum direction
#/gps/number 1                                                                    # Set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gps/energy 1 MeV                                                                # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName First_Carrier_Geometry_Mo_1MeV_GPS.root                    # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                             # Normalized Edep  vs length Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000                                                         # Display begin of event information at given frequency
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                              # Total number of particles ran
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Be at 0.521 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2                                                               # Show entire macro file in output
#/run/verbose 2                                                                   # Display main topics and run summery
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                      # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Be  1 cm                                               # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                       # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                       # Standard em physics option
#
#/control/execute vis.mac                                                         # Run Visualization
#/run/initialize                                                                  # Initialize G4 kernel
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                               # Will set cut for proton
#
#/gps/particle e-                                                                 # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gps/pos/type Beam                                                               # Sets the source positional distribution type
#/gps/position -.5 0. 0. cm                                                       # Sets the center co-ordinates (X,Y,Z) of the source
#/gps/ene/type Mono                                                               # Sets the energy distribution type
#/gps/direction 1. 0. 0.                                                          # Set the momentum direction
#/gps/number 1                                                                    # Set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gps/energy 0.521 MeV                                                                # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName First_Carrier_Geometry_Be_0pt521MeV_GPS.root                    # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                             # Normalized Edep  vs length Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000                                                         # Display begin of event information at given frequency
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                              # Total number of particles ran
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Be at 1.033 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2                                                               # Show entire macro file in output
#/run/verbose 2                                                                   # Display main topics and run summery
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                      # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Be  1 cm                                               # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                       # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                       # Standard em physics option
#
#/control/execute vis.mac                                                         # Run Visualization
#/run/initialize                                                                  # Initialize G4 kernel
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                               # Will set cut for proton
#
#/gps/particle e-                                                                 # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gps/pos/type Beam                                                               # Sets the source positional distribution type
#/gps/position -.5 0. 0. cm                                                       # Sets the center co-ordinates (X,Y,Z) of the source
#/gps/ene/type Mono                                                               # Sets the energy distribution type
#/gps/direction 1. 0. 0.                                                          # Set the momentum direction
#/gps/number 1                                                                    # Set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gps/energy 1.033 MeV                                                                # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName First_Carrier_Geometry_Be_1pt033MeV_GPS.root                    # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                             # Normalized Edep  vs length Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000                                                         # Display begin of event information at given frequency
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                              # Total number of particles ran
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Water at 100 keV
#
#/control/verbose 2                                                               # Show entire macro file in output
#/run/verbose 2                                                                   # Display main topics and run summery
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                      # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Water  1 cm                                               # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                       # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                       # Standard em physics option
#
#/control/execute vis.mac                                                         # Run Visualization
#/run/initialize                                                                  # Initialize G4 kernel
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                               # Will set cut for proton
#
#/gps/particle e-                                                                 # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gps/pos/type Beam                                                               # Sets the source positional distribution type
#/gps/position -.5 0. 0. cm                                                       # Sets the center co-ordinates (X,Y,Z) of the source
#/gps/ene/type Mono                                                               # Sets the energy distribution type
#/gps/direction 1. 0. 0.                                                          # Set the momentum direction
#/gps/number 1                                                                    # Set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gps/energy 100 keV                                                                # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName Second_Carrier_Geometry_Water_100keV_GPS.root                    # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                             # Normalized Edep  vs length Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000                                                         # Display begin of event information at given frequency
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                              # Total number of particles ran
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Water at 1 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2                                                               # Show entire macro file in output
#/run/verbose 2                                                                   # Display main topics and run summery
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                      # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Water 1 cm                                               # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                       # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                       # Standard em physics option
#
#/control/execute vis.mac                                                         # Run Visualization
#/run/initialize                                                                  # Initialize G4 kernel
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                               # Will set cut for proton
#
#/gps/particle e-                                                                 # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gps/pos/type Beam                                                               # Sets the source positional distribution type
#/gps/position -.5 0. 0. cm                                                       # Sets the center co-ordinates (X,Y,Z) of the source
#/gps/ene/type Mono                                                               # Sets the energy distribution type
#/gps/direction 1. 0. 0.                                                          # Set the momentum direction
#/gps/number 1                                                                    # Set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gps/energy 1 MeV                                                                # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName Second_Carrier_Geometry_Water_1MeV_GPS.root                    # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                             # Normalized Edep  vs length Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000                                                         # Display begin of event information at given frequency
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                              # Total number of particles ran
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Water at 10 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2                                                               # Show entire macro file in output
#/run/verbose 2                                                                   # Display main topics and run summery
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                      # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Water  1 cm                                               # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                       # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                       # Standard em physics option
#
#/control/execute vis.mac                                                         # Run Visualization
#/run/initialize                                                                  # Initialize G4 kernel
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                               # Will set cut for proton
#
#/gps/particle e-                                                                 # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gps/pos/type Beam                                                               # Sets the source positional distribution type
#/gps/position -.5 0. 0. cm                                                       # Sets the center co-ordinates (X,Y,Z) of the source
#/gps/ene/type Mono                                                               # Sets the energy distribution type
#/gps/direction 1. 0. 0.                                                          # Set the momentum direction
#/gps/number 1                                                                    # Set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gps/energy 10 MeV                                                                # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName Second_Carrier_Geometry_Water_10MeV_GPS.root                    # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                             # Normalized Edep  vs length Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000                                                         # Display begin of event information at given frequency
#
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                              # Total number of particles ran
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Water at 100 keV
#
#/control/verbose 2                                                               # Show entire macro file in output
#/run/verbose 2                                                                   # Display main topics and run summery
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                      # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Water  1 cm                                            # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                       # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                       # Standard em physics option
#
#/control/execute vis.mac                                                         # Run Visualization
#/run/initialize                                                                  # Initialize G4 kernel
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                               # Will set cut for proton
#
#/gps/particle e-                                                                 # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gps/pos/type Beam                                                               # Sets the source positional distribution type
#/gps/position -.5 0. 0. cm                                                       # Sets the center co-ordinates (X,Y,Z) of the source
#/gps/ene/type Mono                                                               # Sets the energy distribution type
#/gps/direction 1. 0. 0.                                                          # Set the momentum direction
#/gps/number 1                                                                    # Set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gps/energy 100 keV                                                                # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName Second_Carrier_Geometry_Water_100keV_GPS_Cuts_e8um_g500um.root         # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                             # Normalized Edep  vs length Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000                                                         # Display begin of event information at given frequency
#
#/run/setCutForAGivenParticle e- 8 um                                             # Set range cut for a given particle
#/run/setCutForAGivenParticle gamma 500 um                                        # Set range cut for a given particle
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                              # Total number of particles ran
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Water at 1 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2                                                               # Show entire macro file in output
#/run/verbose 2                                                                   # Display main topics and run summery
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                      # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Water  1 cm                                            # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                       # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                       # Standard em physics option
#
#/control/execute vis.mac                                                         # Run Visualization
#/run/initialize                                                                  # Initialize G4 kernel
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                               # Will set cut for proton
#
#/gps/particle e-                                                                 # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gps/pos/type Beam                                                               # Sets the source positional distribution type
#/gps/position -.5 0. 0. cm                                                       # Sets the center co-ordinates (X,Y,Z) of the source
#/gps/ene/type Mono                                                               # Sets the energy distribution type
#/gps/direction 1. 0. 0.                                                          # Set the momentum direction
#/gps/number 1                                                                    # Set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gps/energy 1 MeV                                                                # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName Second_Carrier_Geometry_Water_1MeV_GPS_Cuts_e8um_g500um.root                       # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                             # Normalized Edep  vs length Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000                                                         # Display begin of event information at given frequency
#
#/run/setCutForAGivenParticle e- 8 um                                             # Set range cut for a given particle
#/run/setCutForAGivenParticle gamma 500 um                                        # Set range cut for a given particle
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                              # Total number of particles ran
###################################################################################################################
###################################################################################################################
#
# For Water at 10 MeV
#
#/control/verbose 2                                                               # Show entire macro file in output
#/run/verbose 2                                                                   # Display main topics and run summery
#
#/testem/det/setNbOfAbsor  1                                                      # Set to one Homogeneous slab
#/testem/det/setAbsor 1 G4_Water  1 cm                                            # Make Material Molybdenum 1 cm thick
#/testem/det/setSizeYZ 1 cm                                                       # Set other lengths to 1 cm
#
#/testem/phys/addPhysics  emstandard_opt3	                                       # Standard em physics option
#
#/control/execute vis.mac                                                         # Run Visualization
#/run/initialize                                                                  # Initialize G4 kernel
#
#/run/setCut 1 mm	                                                               # Will set cut for proton
#
#/gps/particle e-                                                                 # Set particles gun to use electrons
#/gps/pos/type Beam                                                               # Sets the source positional distribution type
#/gps/position -.5 0. 0. cm                                                       # Sets the center co-ordinates (X,Y,Z) of the source
#/gps/ene/type Mono                                                               # Sets the energy distribution type
#/gps/direction 1. 0. 0.                                                          # Set the momentum direction
#/gps/number 1                                                                    # Set number of particles to be 'fired'
#/gps/energy 10 MeV                                                               # Set electron energy
#
#/analysis/setFileName Second_Carrier_Geometry_Water_10MeV_GPS_Cuts_e8um_g500um.root                       # Set root file name
#/analysis/h1/set 8 100 0.  1.0 none	                                             # Normalized Edep  vs length Graph
#
#/run/printProgress 10000                                                         # Display begin of event information at given frequency
#
#/run/setCutForAGivenParticle e- 8 um                                             # Set range cut for a given particle
#/run/setCutForAGivenParticle gamma 500 um                                           # Set range cut for a given particle
#/run/beamOn 1000000                                                              # Total number of particles ran
#



//
// ********************************************************************
// * License and Disclaimer                                           *
// *                                                                  *
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of *
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and *
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file *
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These *
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             *
// *                                                                  *
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing *
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this *
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, *
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its *
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above *
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         *
// *                                                                  *
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and *
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      *
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or *
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its *
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your *
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          *
// ********************************************************************
//
/// \file electromagnetic/TestEm11/include/PrimaryGeneratorAction.hh
/// \brief Definition of the PrimaryGeneratorAction class
//
//
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

#ifndef PrimaryGeneratorAction_h
#define PrimaryGeneratorAction_h 1

#include "G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction.hh"
#include "G4GeneralParticleSource.hh"
#include "globals.hh"

class G4Event;
class DetectorConstruction;
class PrimaryGeneratorMessenger;

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

class PrimaryGeneratorAction : public G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction
{
  public:
    PrimaryGeneratorAction(DetectorConstruction*);
   ~PrimaryGeneratorAction();

  public:
    void SetDefaultKinematic();
    void SetRndmBeam(G4double val)  {fRndmBeam = val;}
    virtual void GeneratePrimaries(G4Event*);

    G4GeneralParticleSource* GetParticleGun() {return fParticleGun;}

  private:
    G4GeneralParticleSource*             fParticleGun;
    DetectorConstruction*      fDetector;
    G4double                   fRndmBeam;
    PrimaryGeneratorMessenger* fGunMessenger;
};

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

#endif



//
// ********************************************************************
// * License and Disclaimer                                           *
// *                                                                  *
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of *
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and *
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file *
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These *
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             *
// *                                                                  *
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing *
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this *
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, *
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its *
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above *
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         *
// *                                                                  *
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and *
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      *
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or *
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its *
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your *
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          *
// ********************************************************************
//
/// \file electromagnetic/TestEm11/include/PrimaryGeneratorAction.hh
/// \brief Definition of the PrimaryGeneratorAction class
//
//
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

#ifndef PrimaryGeneratorAction_h
#define PrimaryGeneratorAction_h 1

#include "G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction.hh"
#include "G4ParticleGun.hh"
#include "globals.hh"

class G4Event;
class DetectorConstruction;
class PrimaryGeneratorMessenger;

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

class PrimaryGeneratorAction : public G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction
{
  public:
    PrimaryGeneratorAction(DetectorConstruction*);    
   ~PrimaryGeneratorAction();

  public:
    void SetDefaultKinematic();  
    void SetRndmBeam(G4double val)  {fRndmBeam = val;}   
    virtual void GeneratePrimaries(G4Event*);
         
    G4ParticleGun* GetParticleGun() {return fParticleGun;}
    
  private:
    G4ParticleGun*             fParticleGun;
    DetectorConstruction*      fDetector;
    G4double                   fRndmBeam;
    PrimaryGeneratorMessenger* fGunMessenger;     
};

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

#endif




//
// ********************************************************************
// * License and Disclaimer                                           *
// *                                                                  *
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of *
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and *
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file *
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These *
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             *
// *                                                                  *
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing *
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this *
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, *
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its *
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above *
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         *
// *                                                                  *
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and *
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      *
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or *
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its *
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your *
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          *
// ********************************************************************
//
/// \file electromagnetic/TestEm11/src/PrimaryGeneratorAction.cc
/// \brief Implementation of the PrimaryGeneratorAction class
//
//
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

#include "PrimaryGeneratorAction.hh"

#include "DetectorConstruction.hh"
#include "PrimaryGeneratorMessenger.hh"

#include "G4Event.hh"
#include "G4GeneralParticleSource.hh"
#include "G4ParticleTable.hh"
#include "G4ParticleDefinition.hh"
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh"
#include "Randomize.hh"

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

PrimaryGeneratorAction::PrimaryGeneratorAction(DetectorConstruction* det)
:G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction(),
 fDetector(det),fRndmBeam(0.), fGunMessenger(0)
{
  fParticleGun  = new G4GeneralParticleSource();
  SetDefaultKinematic();

  //create a messenger for this class
  fGunMessenger = new PrimaryGeneratorMessenger(this);
}

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

PrimaryGeneratorAction::~PrimaryGeneratorAction()
{
  delete fParticleGun;
  delete fGunMessenger;
}

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

void PrimaryGeneratorAction::SetDefaultKinematic()
{
  G4ParticleDefinition* particle
           = G4ParticleTable::GetParticleTable()->FindParticle("e-");
  fParticleGun->SetParticleDefinition(particle);
  // fParticleGun->SetParticleEnergy(500*keV);
  // fParticleGun->SetParticleMomentumDirection(G4ThreeVector(1.,0.,0.));
  G4double position = -0.5*(fDetector->GetAbsorSizeX());
  fParticleGun->SetParticlePosition(G4ThreeVector(position,0.*cm,0.*cm));
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

void PrimaryGeneratorAction::GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent)
{
  //this function is called at the begining of event

  //randomize the beam, if requested.
  //
  if (fRndmBeam > 0.)
    {
      G4ThreeVector oldPosition = fParticleGun->GetParticlePosition();
      if (fRndmBeam > fDetector->GetAbsorSizeYZ())
        fRndmBeam = fDetector->GetAbsorSizeYZ();
      G4double rbeam = 0.5*fRndmBeam;
      G4double x0 = oldPosition.x();
      G4double y0 = oldPosition.y() + (2*G4UniformRand()-1.)*rbeam;
      G4double z0 = oldPosition.z() + (2*G4UniformRand()-1.)*rbeam;
      fParticleGun->SetParticlePosition(G4ThreeVector(x0,y0,z0));
      fParticleGun->GeneratePrimaryVertex(anEvent);
      fParticleGun->SetParticlePosition(oldPosition);
    }

  else fParticleGun->GeneratePrimaryVertex(anEvent);
}

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......



//
// ********************************************************************
// * License and Disclaimer                                           *
// *                                                                  *
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of *
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and *
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file *
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These *
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             *
// *                                                                  *
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing *
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this *
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, *
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its *
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above *
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         *
// *                                                                  *
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and *
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      *
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or *
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its *
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your *
// * acceptance of all terms of the Geant4 Software license.          *
// ********************************************************************
//
/// \file electromagnetic/TestEm11/src/PrimaryGeneratorAction.cc
/// \brief Implementation of the PrimaryGeneratorAction class
//
//
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

#include "PrimaryGeneratorAction.hh"

#include "DetectorConstruction.hh"
#include "PrimaryGeneratorMessenger.hh"

#include "G4Event.hh"
#include "G4ParticleGun.hh"
#include "G4ParticleTable.hh"
#include "G4ParticleDefinition.hh"
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh"
#include "Randomize.hh"

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

PrimaryGeneratorAction::PrimaryGeneratorAction(DetectorConstruction* det)
:G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction(),
 fDetector(det),fRndmBeam(0.), fGunMessenger(0)
{
  fParticleGun  = new G4ParticleGun(1);
  SetDefaultKinematic();
    
  //create a messenger for this class
  fGunMessenger = new PrimaryGeneratorMessenger(this);  
}

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

PrimaryGeneratorAction::~PrimaryGeneratorAction()
{
  delete fParticleGun;
  delete fGunMessenger;  
}

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

void PrimaryGeneratorAction::SetDefaultKinematic()
{
  G4ParticleDefinition* particle
           = G4ParticleTable::GetParticleTable()->FindParticle("e-");
  fParticleGun->SetParticleDefinition(particle);
  fParticleGun->SetParticleEnergy(500*keV);  
  fParticleGun->SetParticleMomentumDirection(G4ThreeVector(1.,0.,0.));
  G4double position = -0.5*(fDetector->GetAbsorSizeX());
  fParticleGun->SetParticlePosition(G4ThreeVector(position,0.*cm,0.*cm));
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

void PrimaryGeneratorAction::GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent)
{
  //this function is called at the begining of event
    
  //randomize the beam, if requested.
  //
  if (fRndmBeam > 0.) 
    {
      G4ThreeVector oldPosition = fParticleGun->GetParticlePosition();
      if (fRndmBeam > fDetector->GetAbsorSizeYZ())
        fRndmBeam = fDetector->GetAbsorSizeYZ(); 
      G4double rbeam = 0.5*fRndmBeam;
      G4double x0 = oldPosition.x();
      G4double y0 = oldPosition.y() + (2*G4UniformRand()-1.)*rbeam;
      G4double z0 = oldPosition.z() + (2*G4UniformRand()-1.)*rbeam;
      fParticleGun->SetParticlePosition(G4ThreeVector(x0,y0,z0));
      fParticleGun->GeneratePrimaryVertex(anEvent);
      fParticleGun->SetParticlePosition(oldPosition);      
    }

  else fParticleGun->GeneratePrimaryVertex(anEvent);
}

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......




// Manage several graphs as a single entity.
void multigraph(){
   TCanvas *c1 = new TCanvas("c1","multigraph",700,500);
   c1->SetGrid();

   auto mg = new TMultiGraph();

   // create first graph
   auto gr1 = new TGraph("Carrier_Be_5MeV_recreation.csv");
   gr1->SetMarkerColor(kBlue);
   gr1->SetMarkerStyle(20);
   mg->Add(gr1);

   // create second graph

   auto gr2 = new TGraph("Carrier_Be_1MeV_recreation.csv");
   gr2->SetMarkerColor(kRed);
   gr2->SetMarkerStyle(20);
   mg->Add(gr2);

   mg->Draw("apl");
   mg->GetXaxis()->SetRangeUser(0,1);
   mg->GetYaxis()->SetRangeUser(0,11);
   mg->Draw("AC*");
   c1->Update();


   TFile *f1 = new TFile("DDT5.root","open"); //loads in the .root file
   TH1D * h1 = (TH1D *)f1->Get("8"); //gets the TH1D object from the .root file
   h1->Draw("same"); // draw on the same canvas as the rest.




   gPad->Update();
   gPad->Modified();
}
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